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ABSTRACT
In the medieval Islamic territories of the Iberian Peninsula known
as Al-Andalus a unique style of music was formed combining lo-
cal practices with Arab sensibilities. After the fall of the last An-
dalusian kingdom, this classical repertoire has been preserved to
the present in North African countries. The idiosyncrasies of this
repertoire, which combines musical traits from Western and East-
ern Mediterranean traditions in orchestral and choral settings, as
well as instrumental and vocal solos, deserves an in depth musico-
logical study, that can benefit from computational tools for corpus-
driven research. On the other hand, the characteristics of this mu-
sic poses interesting challenges to MIR methods and therefore of-
fer new research opportunities to this field. To address these topics,
we present here the first complete release of the corpus for the re-
search of the Moroccan tradition of Arab-Andalusian music built
in the framework of the CompMusic project.The corpus comprises
three data collections, namely audio recordings, music scores and
lyrics, as well as related annotations andmetadata.We also present
a series of Jupyter Notebooks for browsing and retrieving data
from the corpus. Both the corpus and notebooks are completely
open to the research community.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The creation of a solid corpus is essential for the implementation
of data-driven research tasks. In the CompMusic project [12, 14],
a large amount of effort has been invested in gathering, curating,
organizing and making accessible research corpora for each of the
music traditions studied [3, 16, 17]. During this process, we have
realized that corpus creation is a research task in itself. To address
this task hence, we designed a methodology within the project,
presented in [13], which provides a global framework at the time
that allows for culture specificity. One of the most important out-
comes of this reflection is the distinction between research cor-
pus and test corpus. The latter, which we refer to as dataset, is a
fixed collection of data and related annotations put together for the
implementation—and future reproduction—of a specific research
task or experiment. Contrastingly, a research corpus is a collec-
tion of data, metadata and annotations gathered for a broader re-
search goal and that is ever growing and perfected. The creation
of the Arab-Andalusian music research corpus started in 2013. The
challenges this music tradition poses for the creation of a research
corpus suitable for computational research was published previ-
ously [15], together with a description of its initial status. Since
that time, the corpus has been growing, specially in the machine
readable data related to music scores and lyrics. But also, benefit-
ing from the experience from other corporawithin the CompMusic
project, an important effort has been dedicated to its coherent or-
ganization, the interrelation between the data, and specially to the
development of tools that ease the access to the data in a customiz-
able and culturally informed way.
Consequently, in this paper, we present the current status of
the corpus, including the full collection of machine readable mu-
sic scores (Section 3), a derived dataset (Section 4), and Jupyter
Notebooks created for browsing and retrieving data from the cor-
pus (Section 5). To better understand its content, we first describe
the characteristics of Arab-Andalusian music (Section 2). The pa-
per closes with some concluding remarks and hints to future work
(Section 6).
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Table 1: List of nawabāt present in the corpus. The non-
canonical one is marked with *.
Name Transliterated name Recordings Duration
لالهتسالا al-istihlāl 22 17h 00’ 45”
ناهبصالا al-iṣbahān 13 9h 27’ 14”
ريبكـلا زاجحلا al-ḥiŷāz al-kabīr 7 5h 21’ 57”
يقرشملا زاجحلا al-ḥiŷāz al-mašriqī 14 7h 12’ 47”
دصرلا al-raṣd 10 7h 01’ 57”
قاشعلا al-‘uššāq 7 4h 35’ 26”
ةياملا al-māya 12 9h 16’ 06”
ليذلا دصر raṣd al-ḏāyl 17 12h 08’ 18”
ةياملا لمر raml al-māya 16 12h 43’ 54”
مجعلا قارع ‘irāq al-‘aŷam 7 4h 08’ 54”
نيسحلا ةبيرغ garībat al-ḥusayn 11 6h 54’ 20”
ةياملا ركاوب bawākir al-māya * 2 1h 23’ 16”
نودب none 21 2h 56’ 07”
2 ARAB-ANDALUSIAN MUSIC
Arab-Andalusian music is one of the terms1 given to the music
tradition that was formed around the 12th century in Al-Andalus,
the territories of the Iberian Peninsula under Islamic rule during
the Middle Ages. Even though this term includes the word “Arab”,
added to avoid confusion with the music from the contemporary
Spanish region of Andalusia, this tradition is essentially an indige-
nous Iberian music, as shown by the fact that the characteristic
microtones and glissandi of Arab music traditions are not proper
of Arab-Andalusian music [4]. Notwithstanding this, due to politi-
cal, religious and social reasons it received the influence from Ara-
bic poetry and music, in the language and poetic forms used and
the adoption of some melodic modes. With the migration of the Is-
lamic Andalusian population to North Africa, this music has been
preserved there to the present, and has become indigenized as clas-
sical traditions in Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria, developing local
characteristics. The corpus here presented is formed by the Arab-
Andalusian music tradition surviving today in Morocco, where it
is known as al-Āla.2
Arab-Andalusian music is performed through nawabāt (plural
of nawba), suites of instrumental and vocal compositions ordered
according to their metrical mode in a sequence of increasing tempo.
Originally, each nawba consisted of pieces composed in the same
ṭāb‘ (plural ṭubū‘ ), or melodic mode. A ṭāb‘ is characterized by
a diatonic scale built upon a fundamental note, within a certain
range and including two or three predominant degrees and one or
two sustained degrees (similar in concept to the Gregorian reciting
tone), as well as a specific collection of characteristic melodic mo-
tives [5]. Each ṭāb‘ is also associated to certain emotional and spir-
itual content [4]. During its historical evolution in the Maghreb,
this tradition developed different local practices and styles in each
of the countries where it was preserved, at the same time it was
1For a discussion about the terminology for referring to this music tradition, please
refer to [9]
2All the Arab terms are transcribed according to the standard proposed by [6], unless
otherwise stated.
Table 2: List of ṭubū‘ present in the corpus. Noncanonical
ones are marked with *.
Name Transliterated name Secs. Duration
لالهتسالا al-istihlāl 146 17h 10’ 34”
ناهبصالا al-iṣbahān 72 9h 38’ 37”
ريبكـلا زاجحلا al-ḥiŷāz al-kabīr 49 5h 41’ 10”
يقرشملا زاجحلا al-ḥiŷāz al-mašriqī 25 3h 09’ 51”
دصرلا al-raṣd 55 7h 01’ 57”
قاشعلا al-‘uššāq 40 4h 35’ 26”
ةياملا al-māya 73 9h 16’ 06”
ليذلا دصر raṣd al-ḏāyl 89 12h 08’ 18”
ةياملا لمر raml al-māya 95 13h 11’ 37”
مجعلا قارع ‘irāq al-‘aŷam 41 4h 08’ 54”
نيسحلا ةبيرغ garībat al-ḥusayn 77 7h 07’ 09”
ةياملا ركاوب bawākir al-māya * 11 1h 23’ 16”
ةكيصلا al-ṣīka 1 7’ 11”
يقرشملا al-mašriquī 57 4h 08’ 40”
ةكرزلا al-zerga * 6 31’ 59”
لالهتسالا ىلإ بيرق similar to al-istihlāl * 2 9’ 41”
ةياملا ىلإ بيرق similar to al-māya * 2 11’ 05”
يبرغم ليذلا دصر Moroccan raṣd al-ḏāyl * 2 8’ 29”
عوبطلا طيلخ mixed ṭubū‘ 1 7’ 03”
دنواهنلا Nahawand (maqam) * 3 13’ 58”
receiving the influence of folk and neighboring Arab music tradi-
tions. In the 18th century, the Moroccan al-Āla tradition fixed its
repertoire in 26 ṭubū‘, but only 11 nawabāt. Since the nawabāt for
the reminding ṭubū‘ were preserved only in fragmentary status,
their surviving pieces were added to the other ones, according to
similarities in their ṭubū‘ [8]. Therefore, each nawba has a primary
ṭāb‘, and most of them have also secondary ṭubū‘. Nowadays, or-
chestras of the al-Āla tradition have incorporated ṭubū‘ of folk ori-
gin into their repertoire, one of them even forming a new nawba,
as well asmaqammusic from Eastern traditions. Table 1 shows the
nawabāt contained in our corpus, and Table 2 the ṭubū‘ and related
modal entities.
Regarding the structure of the nawba, it can be understood as
a sequence of sung poems known as ṣanā‘i‘ (plural of ṣan‘a), per-
formed by mixed choir and orchestra in heterophonic structure.
The instrumental ensemble differs in each orchestra, but is gener-
ally formed by string instruments such as ‘ūd, rabāb, qānūn, violin,
viola, cello, double bass and piano, percussion instruments such as
tar and darbuka, and occasionally also a clarinet as a wind instru-
ment.These ṣanā‘i‘ can be preceded or interpolated by other pieces,
either instrumental, both solo and orchestral, or vocal, both solo
and choral. These pieces are grouped in performance according to
each of the five rhythmic modes or mawāzīn (plural of mīzān) es-
tablished in the tradition, and ordered according to the three pos-
sible renditions of the mīzān in increasing tempo. Since the per-
formance of a whole nawba can last several hours, nowadays or-
chestras usually perform one mīzān of one nawba. Therefore, the
three tempi in which the mīzān is performed, known as muassa‘,
mahzūz and inṣirāf, become structural sections and consequently
also considered as forms. Table 3 shows the list of forms included
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Table 3: List of forms present in the corpus.
Name Transliterated name Sections Duration
داشنإ inšād 75 2h 43’ 52”
ةيشوت tawāšī 105 3h 06’ 10”
ةيلاشم mišālia 168 4h 44’ 06”
ميسقت taqsīm 22 43’ 54”
لاوم mawwāl 16 1h 27’ 12”
عسوم muassa‘ 138 46h 08’ 07”
زوزهم mahzūz 144 14h 37’ 25”
فارصنا inṣirāf 178 25h 34’ 58”
ليذلا دصر تماص Instr. raṣd al-ḏāyl 1 5’ 17”
Table 4: List ofmawāzīn contained in the corpus. Noncanon-
ical meters are marked with *.
Name Transliterated name Sections Duration
طيسب basīṭ 105 22h 16’ 08”
يحياطب bṭāyḥī 115 23h 30’ 45”
جرد darŷ 17 2h 42’ 26”
فصنو مئاق qā‘im wa niṣf 97 14h 56’ 07”
مادق quddām 174 23h 46’ 39”
يئانث binary * 50 2h 10’ 25”
يثالث ternary * 2 6’ 09”
يراّضح ḥaddārī * 1 10’ 24”
يحياطبو يئانث binary and bṭāyḥī * 1 5’ 17”
مادقو ينادنز zandānī and quddām * 5 50’ 42”
نودب none 280 9h 35’ 59”
in our corpus. As in the case of the ṭubū‘, besides the five classi-
cal mawāzīn, the orchestras also incorporated rhythms from folk
traditions to their repertoire. The rhythmic modes covered in our
corpus are listed in Table 4.
3 THE ARAB-ANDALUSIAN MUSIC
RESEARCH CORPUS
The Arab-Andalusian music research corpus is formed by three
data collections, namely the audio recordings collection, the music
scores collection and the lyrics collection. Each of them was cre-
ated according to the methodology established in the CompMusic
project and presented in [13].Thismethod proposes five criteria for
the creation and evaluation of a corpus, namely purpose, coverage,
completeness, quality and re-usability. Derived from the principles
of the CompMusic project, the general purpose of the whole cor-
pus, and therefore shared by the three collections, consists in push-
ing forward the state of the art in music information retrieval and
computational musicology by addressing the research challenges
that this tradition poses to these fields, with a special focus on its
melodic and rhythmic aspects. The three collections are closely in-
terrelated, having the audio recording as main reference, since the
music scores and lyrics are transcriptions of respectively their pre-
dominant melody and their sung lyrics. Each audio recording is
given a MusicBrainz identifier (MBID), with which the related mu-
sic score and lyrics are also identified.
One of the goals of the CompMusic project is to carry out cul-
turally aware research. Therefore, the corpus for each of the music
traditions studied was designed according to their musical char-
acteristics. This work implies the collaboration of musicologists,
MIR researchers, developers and musicians. The challenges that
this task poses in the specific case of the Arab-Andalusian music
research corpus, as well as the origin of the recordings, the diffi-
culties for transcribing the music and the source for the lyrics, are
discussed in [15].
Since the common purpose for the three collections of the cor-
pus has been already stated, in the remainder of this section, we
describe each collection according to the criteria of coverage, com-
pleteness, quality and re-usability.
3.1 Audio Recordings Collection
Theaudio recordings collection of theArab-Andalusian corpus con-
sists of 164 long recordings, coveringmore than 125 hours of music.
The length of the recordings is variable, but the average duration
is almost 45 minutes.
3.1.1 Coverage. Theaudio collection covers all themain instances
of the fourmusical entities that characterize thismusic as described
in Section 2, namely nawba, ṭāb‘, form andmīzān. As shown in Ta-
ble 1, the collection covers the eleven nawabāt of the al-Āla tradi-
tion, plus one nawba created more recently. Besides, 21 recordings
are considered as not belonging to any of these nawabāt. Of the 26
ṭubū‘ of this tradition, the collection covers 13 of them, plus other
melodic modes from different origins, as shown in Table 2. Table 3
lists the forms contained in the collection, which are all the forms
considered in the tradition with the exception of the bugia. Finally,
the five traditional mawāzīn are covered, as listed in Table 4, plus
other rhythmic modes from different origins. Besides, 134 record-
ings contain sections annotated as not related to anymīzān. There
is only one case of a recording containing two nawabāt.
3.1.2 Completeness. In order to organize the collection and its
related metadata, we usedMusicBrainz for twomain reasons. First,
it provides a unique MBID to each recording, so that we can link
all the related data, such as music score, lyrics, computed features
and metadata, to it. Secondly, it offers a framework for storing all
the metadata related to each recording, which can be retrieved via
the MusicBrainz API. Besides the name of the recording and corre-
sponding release, the metadata include the name of the orchestra,
the names of its director and musicians, as well as the instrument
each of them plays. The metadata are stored in its original Arabic
script, but automatically generated transliterations3 are also pro-
vided.
Asmentioned previously, each recording covers the performance
of onemīzān for one particular nawba. However, in order to allow
more specific and musically relevant analysis, each recording has
been manually segmented by the third author, who also annotated
the nawba, ṭāb‘, form andmīzān of each section. Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4
3The code for these transliterations are based in the American Library Association -
Library of Congress (ALA-LC) standard for Arabic [15]
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Figure 1: Bar chart showing the number of sections per nawabāt as plotted in the Metadata Jupyter Notebook.
show the set of annotations respectively used for each of these en-
tities, the number of sections annotated with each of these labels—
except for nawabāt, for which the number of recordings is shown,
provided that each recording, with the one single exception pre-
viously mentioned, contains only one nawba—and the aggregated
duration of the sections. Figure 1 shows the distribution of sections
per nawba. Only six recordings in the corpus containing perfor-
mances of folk repertoire have not been segmented and annotated.
From the audio collection, the authors extracted various fea-
tures such as the fundamental frequency series and pitch distribu-
tion. In order to extract the first ones, we used an algorithm origi-
nally developed to analyze Turkish makam music [2]. The quality
of the pitch estimation was confirmed by a visual inspection of sev-
eral samples, by plotting the series together with the spectrograms.
In general, the pitch estimation quality is high in most parts of the
audio with occasional octave errors mainly during the low-pitch
instrumental solos [11]. The pitch distributions are extracted from
the pitch series using 7.5 cents resolution and smoothed using a
Gaussian kernel with standard deviation of 7.5 cents. The latter
operation and the long duration of the recordings cause a highly
smooth distribution. All these features are also available together
with the recordings collection.
3.1.3 Quality. Therecordings gathered for theArab-Andalusian
corpuswere chosen for their artistic quality and representativity of
the masters recorded, so that, due to the historical circumstances
of the tradition in the last decades, most of them were recorded in
the 1960s and 1970s. Consequently the sound quality in occasions
can be poor, with noisy and sporadically inaudible sections. In or-
der to reduce storage capacity, the recordings are converted tomp3
audio format, sampled at 44.1 or 48 kHz. There is not a unique bit
rate, however the recordings usually have at least 128 Kbps (with
only six exceptions). The recordings can be either mono or stereo.
3.1.4 Re-Usability. All the recordings of the collection are copy-
right free and therefore can be freely distributed. The whole col-
lection is available in the Internet Archive4 and the metadata are
accessible in MusicBrainz.5. To facilitate browsing the collection
according to musically relevant concepts such as artist, nawba and
mīzān, the CompMusic project developed the online tool Dunya6 [10],
which also offers an API for retrieving metadata and downloading
data. In order to offer an evenmore customizable tool for accessing
the collection for research purposes, we developed Jupyter Note-
books that will be described in the following section. Finally, all
the data can be directly downloaded as a zip file from a Zenodo
repository7. In this repository, each recording is stored in a folder
named with its own MBID. Besides the mp3 file, each folder con-
tains a JSON file with the editorial metadata fromMusicBrainz, the
transcribed score in XML format and two derived files, a TXT file,
importable into the spectrogram tool of Sonic Visualizer8, with the
fundamental frequency series extracted from the audio recording,
and the pitch distribution in JSON format. The overall size of the
zip file is approximately 9 GB.
3.2 Music Scores Collection
We present here the complete collection of machine readable mu-
sic scores for all the recordings in the audio collection. The scores
4https://archive.org/details/arabandalusian
5https://musicbrainz.org/collection/142ea0d7-7fdf-4ea5-9b04-219f68023d01
6https://dunya.compmusic.upf.edu/andalusian/
7https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1291775
8https://www.sonicvisualiser.org/
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Figure 2: Excerpt of the music score for the recording with
MBID e22549ae-4a0c-43ef-87f4-e0f81ed49d58, notating the
performance of the mīzān qā‘im wa niṣf of nawba al-
istihlāl.
are manual transcriptions made by the third author, an expert mu-
sician and musicologist of this tradition. In doing these transcrip-
tions, the focus is set on the stock of melodies transmitted orally
that form the core of the al-Āla tradition and that, even though
divergences across performances are common, are shared by all
the orchestras. Therefore, improvisatory sections of instrumental
and vocal solos have not been transcribed. The scores were cre-
ated using MuseScore9, and then exported in MusicXML format.
The scores are linked with their corresponding recordings via the
MBID.
3.2.1 Coverage. Since themusic scores consist in transcriptions
of the recordings contained in the audio collection, the coverage is
the same (see Section 3.1.1). The only exceptions are the sections
corresponding to the forms inšād, taqsīm and mawwāl, since their
melody is improvised, as well as the six not segmented recordings
for which the scores are not available.
3.2.2 Completeness. All themetadata regarding title, orchestra,
director and musicians from the audio collection are applicable to
the scores collection via the MBID. Due to the fact that Arabic is a
right-to-left writing system, we have not found a satisfactory sys-
tem to include lyrics in their original script in the scores. There-
fore, the first line of each ṣan‘a is annotated inside the score with
a textual label. The scores are not annotated yet in terms of sec-
tions, a task which is in process at the time of writing this paper.
Consequently, annotations regarding nawba andmīzān, which are
unique per recording, can be directly applicable to the scores, and
those about ṭāb‘ and form will be also applicable once the segmen-
tation process is finished.
3.2.3 Quality. Since Arab-Andalusian music is performed in a
heterophonic texture, the scores contain the predominant melody
9https://musescore.org
underlaying the different performance layers (see Figure 2), disre-
garding occasional octave changes by specific vocalists and instru-
mentalists, and changes between vocal and instrumental sections.
They include tempo markings at the beginning and for each tempo
change throughout the piece related to the performance in the tran-
scribed audio recording.
3.2.4 Re-Usability. As in the case of the audio recordings col-
lection, the music scores collection is completely open for research
purposes, and accessible through different means. Firstly, they can
be viewed and downloaded from the MuseScore website10. The
website offers a player tool that allows playing the score and other
interactions online. The description of each score contains a link
to the corresponding recording in the Internet Archive and its en-
try in MusicBrainz. Equally, the scores can be searched by artist,
nawba and mīzān in Dunya (see Section 3.1.4), where the score
is displayed together with a player of the related recording. Then,
the Jupyter Notebooks presented in the Section 5 allow to retrieve
and download the scores according to more customizable research
needs, as well as to visualize general statistics about the collection.
Finally, they are included in the same Zenodo repository as the
audio collection for downloading in a zip file (see Section 3.1.4).
3.3 Lyrics Collection
As explained in Section 2, the ṣan‘a or sung poem is the fundamen-
tal form in nawba performance and the main structuring element.
Indeed, these poems are considered as one of most valuable reper-
toires of Arab-Andalusian poetry. The relationship between lyrics,
melody and emotional content associated with the corresponding
ṭāb‘ and mīzān confers them a high value for musicological re-
search.
3.3.1 Coverage. Although the lyrics for the ṣanā‘i‘ of all the
recordings of nine nawabāt in the corpus have been identified, at
the moment of writing this paper the lyrics collection contains
machine readable lyrics for the audio recordings of the nawabāt
al-iṣbahān, al-māya and raml al-māya.
3.3.2 Completeness. The collection contains the lyrics both in
its original Arabic script and in automatically computed translit-
erations according to the American Library Association - Library
of Congress (ALA-LC) standard [15]. Although the lyrics are not
aligned with the recordings, they are related to the corresponding
recording section for better usability. For the same reason, each
ṣan‘a has been divided into lines and line sections, and stored both
in TSV and JSON formats.
3.3.3 Quality. The lyrics sung in a particular performancemight
change due to several reasons, such as the school to which the or-
chestra belongs to, the social context of the performance or the
personal criterion of the director of the orchestra. The lyrics con-
tained in this collection have been manually typed by the third au-
thor, who listened to each recording and selected the correspond-
ing ṣan‘a as compiled by the musician and scholar Mehdi Chaa-
choo, whose compendium takes into account the current differ-
ences across schools within the al-Āla tradition.
10https://musescore.com/mtg
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3.3.4 Re-Usability. The lyrics collection, both in their original
Arabic script and their transliterations, both in TSV and JSON for-
mats, are available for download in Zenodo.11
3.4 Potential of the corpus
To the best of our knowledge, the Arab-Andalusian music research
corpus here presented is to date the largest completely open re-
source for the study of this tradition by means of MIR methods.
According to the general purpose for which the corpus was gath-
ered, these data and their related annotations and extracted fea-
tures offer a great potential for the analysis of the melodic and
rhythmic elements specific to this music tradition, such as nawba,
ṭāb‘ and mīzān. From a musicological point of view, the availabil-
ity of all these data in machine readable format allows the compu-
tation of quantitative and statistical information, regarding pitch,
intervals, predominant scales degrees, intonation profiles, note du-
rations, meters, tempograms, etc. The fact that the corpus includes
audio and symbolic representations of the same performances en-
hances the possibilities for such research.
From an MIR point of view, it also suggests interesting research
tasks, such as predominantmelodic extraction from a heterophonic
source, fundamental degree detection, nawba, ṭāb‘ or mīzān au-
tomatic identification and classification, structural segmentation,
tempo and meter estimation, etc. The manual annotations provide
a valuable ground truth for these tasks. Audio to score alignment
has been one of the research topics in the CompMusic project, and
it is our plan to implement and adapt existing results [19] to this
corpus. Benefiting from this availability of audio and scores, we al-
ready started working on the automatic identification of nawabāt,
by matching templates computed from the music scores with the
pitch distributions extracted from the audio recordings. In order
to carry out this work, we created the dataset presented in the fol-
lowing section. The first results of this research were recently pub-
lished in [11]. This music tradition is also especially interesting for
the study of melodic motives, since many ṭubū‘ share similar fun-
damental and predominant degrees, scale profiles and pitch ranges,
but differ in their characteristic melodic motives, which has been
described in detail in [5], thus offering a valuable ground truth
for this task. On the other hand, this corpus poses also challenges
for the implementation of state of the art methods for such topics,
such as working with very long recordings, which contain very dif-
ferent textures, from choir plus orchestra to instrumental or vocal
soloists, and different audio qualities.
The lyrics collection offers a newwindow of possibilities. Lyrics
to audio alignment has also been a research task in the CompMusic
project, and the developed methods [7] will be also applied to this
repertoire. The relationship between lyrics content and melodic
features is also a promising study. We have previously applied Nat-
ural Language Processing methods to the analysis of such relation-
ship [18], which could be applied to Arab-Andalusianmusic for the
study of how melodic and rhythmic modes are selected according
to the lyrics contents.
11https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1291903
Table 5: Overall duration of the recordings for each nawba
in the nawabāt detection dataset.
Nawba name Duration
al-istihlāl 5h 41’
al-iṣbahān 6h 20’
al-ḥiŷāz al-kabīr 5h 22’
al-ḥiŷāz al-mašriqī 3h 37’
al-raṣd 5h 18’
al-‘uššāq 4h 35’
al-māya 6h 01’
raṣd al-ḏāyl 5h 49’
raml al-māya 6h 23’
‘irāq al-‘aŷam 4h 13’
garībat al-ḥusayn 5h 26’
4 NAWABĀT DETECTION DATASET
In order to start exploiting the potential of the Arab-Andalusian
music research corpus, among the many tasks that it allows as
described in the previous section, the first one we undertook is
the automatic recognition of nawabāt, whose methodology and
results are published in [11]. In order to carry out this task, we
extracted a dataset from the overall corpus containing 77 audio
recordings. Those ones not belonging to a canonical nawba were
excluded and the other ones were selected according to the crite-
ria of audio quality and length of the recording.The only recording
with two nawabāt in the the same audio file was excluded a priori .
The audio quality criterion involved an auditory evaluation of sev-
eral samples of each recordings. The second criterion—the length
of the recording—is derived from music theory, in the sense that,
if the performance of the mīzān of a nawba requires almost one
hour, a track of few minutes can’t adequately represent such a per-
formance. Since nawabāt al-ḥiŷāz al-kabīr, al-‘uššāq and ‘irāq al-
‘aŷam have only seven recordings each, and considering the neces-
sity of a weighted dataset, these cases imposed the maximum num-
ber of recordings for each nawba. Therefore, the resulting dataset
includes seven recordings for each of the eleven nawabāt.The over-
all duration of the recordings for each nawba is presented in Ta-
ble 5.
The approach proposed in [11] relies on template matching ap-
plied to pitch distributions computed from audio recordings. The
templates were synthesized from average pitch class distribution
of several scores. The proposed method achieved an accuracy of
75% on the addressed task. The dataset is openly accessible and
the experiment completely reproducible through the Jupyter Note-
books described in the following section.
5 NOTEBOOKS
In order to easily use and exploit the Arab-Andalusian corpus, a set
of Jupyter Notebooks, written in Python, has been developed and
shared in a public GitHub repository12. Furthermore, several visual
tools composed by widgets13 are provided allowing to visualize
12https://github.com/MTG/andalusian-corpus-notebooks
13https://ipywidgets.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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Figure 3: Table showing the number of sections per nawba andmīzān as plotted in the Metadata Jupyter Notebook.
Figure 4: Visualization of the pitch distribution computed from audio and of the pitch class distribution from the scores of a
single recording as plotted in the NawbaPitchAnalysis Notebook.
data and metadata as well as performing repetitive tasks in a safe
way.
This repository contains four notebooks:
 Corpus: to select, download and compute data and meta-
data of the corpus;
 Metadata: to group, visualize and analyze metadata;
 NawbaPitchAnalysis: to visualize pitch distribution and
note/class distribution of a single recording or of a group of
them;
 NawbaRecognition: to compute several experiments to eval-
uate the performance on nawba recognition of algorithms
based on templates derived from scores.
All the notebooks have a common section to download (if neces-
sary) all the metadata from Dunya and to create a Python object to
manage them. Several methods are available in the class that can
help the developers that firstly approach this corpus.
The first notebook provides three main functionalities:
(1) a widget to select a list of recordings using filters and check-
boxes;
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(2) a widget to download mp3, scores in XML and metadata
from MusicBrainz (in JSON format);
(3) awidget to compute the pitch-related characteristics, namely
fundamental frequency series (unfiltered or filteredwith the
algorithm proposed in [2]), pitch distribution and several es-
timations of the tonic frequency.
All the files computed in the latter widget are stored in JSON for-
mat, but for the fundamental frequency series it is possible to cre-
ate a text file with all the values importable in the spectrogram
tool of Sonic Visualizer. Furthermore, for each recording the tonic
frequency is estimated with three algorithms, two of them using
the algorithm proposed in [1] to the filtered and unfiltered ver-
sion of the fundamental frequency series and the last one apply-
ing the algorithm to each section of the recordings and evaluat-
ing the most frequent value. As explained in Section 3.1.4, a TXT
file with the filtered fundamental frequency series and a JSON file
with the pitch distribution are downloadable from Zenodo (see Sec-
tion 3.1.4), whereas the other derived files are computable only
with the notebook.
The second notebook has got three other widgets. The first one
allows to group the recordings or their sections by the main musi-
cal entities of Arab-Andalusianmusic (nawba, ṭāb‘, form andmīzān)
and to show the main statistics concerning the number of sections
and recordings and the overall time. This information can be also
visualized in bar charts (see Figure 1). The second widget provides
a tool to cross information for two different characteristics and to
visualize the results in an interactive table (see Figure 3). The last
one provides a simple function to visualize the characteristics of
the sections in a selected recording.
The third notebook provides a simple tool to visualize both pitch
distributions computed from audio recordings and pitch class dis-
tributions from the scores, such as in Figure 4. This widget offers
the options of (1) comparing distributions of a single recording
with the average distribution of a single nawba, (2) centering the
distribution in three octaves and (3) folding the distributions in a
single octave.
With the last notebook, the nawabāt recognition task described
in [11] can be reproduced.
6 CONCLUSION
Arab-Andalusian music is a unique music tradition, which reflects
the rich culture developed in the encounter ofWestern and Eastern
Mediterranean cultures in the Iberian Peninsula. It also reflects the
history of that people and their perseverance for preserving such
a valuable cultural legacy, often through very adverse conditions.
Musicological research on thismusic started during the colonial oc-
cupation of the Maghreb, and even though it is still active in Span-
ish and Arab publications, is underrepresented in English speaking
academia. The Arab-Andalusian music research corpus here pre-
sented offers a large collection of openly accessible, well curated
and annotated data of different types with the aim of fostering the
research of theMoroccan tradition of this repertoire, both from the
fields of musicology and MIR.
In order to exploit the potential of the corpus, we plan to work
on some of the research tasks it offers (see Section 3.4). We are
currently in the process of sectioning the music scores in order to
study the characteristics of ṭāb‘ and implement methods for fun-
damental degree and ṭāb‘ detection using symbolic data. We also
intend to study melodic motives frommusic scores with the aim of
characterizing ṭubū‘. In the future, we will apply existing methods
and, if needed, adapt them for score and lyrics to audio alignment.
Finally, according to the definition of research corpus described in
Section 1, we will continue expanding and improving the corpus,
especially with the addition of the lyrics for all the nawabāt. Re-
lated to this, we argue that one of the important contributions of
this corpus is its data management system, which combines the
Dunya infrastructure for storing and organizing, and the Jupyter
Notebooks for browsing and retrieving data. Consequently, future
additions or changes to the corpus will be easily and straightfor-
wardly accessible to the user from the very same interface.
It is also our goal to contribute to the dissemination of thismusic
to new audiences. Therefore, within the framework of a recently
started project, Musical Bridges14, we aim at using these data and
the related analysis methods for the development of didactic tools
to ease the understanding and appreciation of this repertoire.
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